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What is Elieux Eco Level license?

In this project based on the concept of "value that echoes in your heart", each company commits their main strength (service and products/art), and 14 

companies worldwide bring their energy together in a joint promotion license between their different industries. (The planned agreement date is 2018.) At a 

single place every year, we will hold creative awards, together with customers who have a high understanding of arts and new technology and the world's 

top 100 
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These divine features have been assembled here,

in this high-quality space that enhances the images of the brands and companies that take advantage of them.



A license that combines the world's most advanced
Collection Elieux(creative awards) and Elys Station (sales space by VR).
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Elieux License

lieux Eco Level License = Collection Elieux (Award)   Elieux Station VR 

Collection
Elieux

Elieux Station
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Elieux Eco Level license Global Competition

[Project name] "Elieux Eco Level International Licence Project 2018-2020"
[Form] A global collaboration in the form of "missions" where a single concept is pursued by different industries (14 companies worldwide) 
[Global Mission] Positive values are set against negative factors like economic uncertainty, terrorism/war/global warming 
[Purpose] To bring together services and products/art that contribute to the 14 prominent companies' ecology in the creative world (including eco 
activities, a beautiful energy between people and the earth), and create a long-tail boom in the world, in pursuit of essential values. 
[Decision on the14 companies] After receiving presentations from each company, one company in each field (by type of product) will be selected. 
(Selection criteria: creativity that touches the heart, products and artists that possess the strong influence necessary to meet the needs of the time)
[Project content] With the Collection Elieux event (world awards) as the central activity, presentations/exhibitions/sales will be developed in a place 
with an environment of perfect brand safety, where the brand image can be protected. Creation of a worldwide boom.

[Deadline for competition application] September 30th, 2018
[Companies' proposal] From the content of the license project below, please select a project of your choice.
[Selection method] After looking at the content of each company's application, and watching their presentation, one company from each field (by type 
of product) will be selected
[Basis for selection] products and artists that possess the strong influence necessary to meet the needs of the time
[Contents of competition presentation] The contents of your proposal should include the vision and planning for how to embody the joint project of 14 
companies when your company participates in it.



One Part of the License - “Collection Elieux”

There are many young people in Japan as well who are unable to do what they want to do and have
trouble finding where to direct their own energy. Now the time has come for us to create a sphere of
activity where people can use their own skills, and to release the joy and love of people around the world.
We came up with the idea of this license based on the Creative Award because we wanted to create a
place where things would be appreciated for their true value and find their way into the world.

If aiming at full automation with AI and robotic technologies means making people truly happy, then we
have a profound respect toward this goal.“Mankind needs to bring its state of mind one step higher from
mechanical labor and do more creative and valuable works that only human beings can do, in order to
reach spiritual joy. And this is why we are moving this project forward” When the talent of people around
the world unfolds through this Olympics of new arts, new waves will follow in various fields.

Percentage of unemployed young people
(Japan) 15 to 34 years old
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“Collection Elieux” Implementation Plan

2018: Holding an event in France

2019: Holding an event in the United States

2020: Holding an event in Japan (together with the Olympics Games)

The 2018 Olympic Games will be held in Europe. Three years ago, we had a local event
company “withupcom group” that had already participated in our award’s project over
five months. Based onsuch a history with them, I would like to work with them tomake
this event successful.
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TOKYO Olympics stadium

PARIS

Operation		Collection	Elieux International
Elstyle +	Withupcom +	16	companies

National museums of France “Grand Palais”
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Business advantages in holding an event in France

There is another reason why we are striving to hold an event in France. The country, being a world-
renowned historical art city, has a business market with various advantages such as the following:

1) 1In Europe, people have a deeper understanding and great deal of interest in culture, quality, and
design. With their artistic sensibility rooted in their daily life, only “things of value” are appreciated.

2) In recent years, the expansion of online shopping share, or demand in organic products and
purchasing behaviors have started growing closely by double digits every year.

3) While France is topographically the most severe test market in the Western Europe as it is located in
the center of the region, it also stands as a cross-point of information from a cultural aspect as a
representative of Europe.

4) It enables improvement of conformity to the European market and adaptability to any change, which
are necessary in order to win the ever-changing global market.

5) The actual response to works and products in Europe can bring a great impact on promotions run by
countries across the world, including Japan and other Asian counties, which hold admiration for
European culture and art.

Trends in retail sales in Europe

Trends in the French economic index

PMI	(Overall)
Manufacturing	industry	PMI
Service	industry	PMI

France
Italy

Germany
Spain

Collection Elieux
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The national museums of France “Grand Palais”, in France

Taking full advantage of the business perspectives and profound background of historical culture and art, we have developed a branding strategy using this
event and will expand it in the United States and other various countries in future. Holding the first event in France, paying respect to the culture, art, and
philosophy of creation that played the key role in progressive stage of Europe, will provide an opportunity to obtain the empathy and understanding of
people in Europe and other various countries. The event will take place at one of the national museums of France “Grand Palais”, which has brought
prosperity to numerous civilizations since its establishment on the occasion of Exposition Universelle de Paris 1900. It is our hope that the president of your
company will join the event as a special judge and work together with us to open the door for long-term cooperation and solicit for fans and competitors
from all over the world.
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Collection Elieux 2018 in France  World Awards for developments in new fine arts and technologies

Date : Novemver 3th,2018

Place : Grand Palais National museum

Theme : Ai (Love)—Love is Everything—
The quintessence of life that stirs up from the inside of a creator... "Love” For Love to smash hatred on the earth. For creation without destruction. The
creation of infinite love moves the space and world. “Love is only the greatest existing power”. The world looks forward to this space energy.

Contents : Announcement of participants (exhibits, presentations, concerts, dances, visual spectacles), awards ceremony, and royal party

Subject areas : Projects which originated or were improved in the world, through the use of advanced pioneering techniques, in various genres of art, science,
music, beauty, theater, dance and video; new methods and expressions implemented in their achievement.

Applicants sought : Artists, researchers, industrial and brand name representatives. Applications will be accepted regardless of age or sex. (There will be no
restrictions regarding age or amateur status for this year's event.)

Examination :Examination : We are inviting 100 of the world’s top judges and other people who are part of Collection Elieux. Selection will be performed by
an executive committee approved by the Collection Elieux Secretariat and by members of an external selection committee.

Vision : Fusion of art and social acceptance Expression : of the intangible (invisible) value, seeing beyond the object itself This stage serves as a base for
artists to spread their wings freely to the world and exhibit their creations representing the individuality and conceptual nature of human beings.



Breakdown of invited guests (3000 people)

World’s top
100 judges

Professional (B to B)

Participants,
Parisienne

Producer
Press
Buyer
Influencer
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World’s top 100 judges from various industries

Collection Elieux is a stage where the most moving creations of beauty and technology are chosen as “awards of the heart”, almost like an art Olympics. We
are inviting 100 of the world’s top judges and other people who are part of Collection Elieux, along with 3000 celebrities and other people with highly trained
eyes for beauty, and we are working together with advertising agencies in both Japan and France in order to hold our first event at the national museum.

Request to the president of your company to be a judge: As one of world’s top 100 judges from various industries, your president will participate in the final
screening panel (as a representative of the technology field), which will take place in Paris on November 3.

Candidate (It may be changed)
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Creating a Cinderella story (product/art) myth 
that will resonate with the world‥‥

World Award

Sharing	the	vision	(cultural	capital)
Give	people	a	clue	to	your	company's	Cinderella	story,	giving	people	the	true	nature	they	desire,	and	a	chance	to	connect	with	the	world	and	share	the	project	identity
We	think	about	‘to	whom,	where	and	how’	we	could	convey	the		“core	values,	and	connect	the	clients’	minds	and	the	brand’s	image.
At	the	core	of	the	concept	"godlike	beauty	of	god",	the	identity	which	this	creates	will	elevate	the	brands	and	products	to	a more	universal	level.

The beauty of god project, for making people together with the planet beautiful 

Elieux Eco Level
An international license project with 14 companies worldwide (products/art)

World’s top 100 judges × world’s Crowdfunding review vote 

Crowdfunding ... Make an announcement of the event. Solicit for the contestants. Online voting for award.
Crowdfunding messenger(hero) ... We based on the messages from key members from your
company and licensee company, world’s top 100 judges from various industries .

A virtual participation type event where contestants share the stage with their audience of fans and supporters in
a united world. Works of art and dramatic concepts are presented in the internet (Crowdfunding, SNS, internet
Media) and contestants can be applauded.

Strategy combining media in world
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Strategy combining
media in France

PR in the venue France

Adopt a strategy of infiltration in the heart of representative target living universe: Work Transport Shopping

•In terms of geographic targeting, we need to work primarily on Paris-IDF with a massive OOH
                > Examples of cultural networks (JC Decaux) … 1020faces
                > Example reinforcement on Metrobus governed networks … 2450faces
                > Taking speaking station (s) - Railway station (s) selected (s) TBC
                > 730 Faces > 12 faces > 18 faces > 260 faces
                > 350 faces > 2100 faces

• For Internet : Presence Display on media types
                 LeFigaro.fr, The Equipe.fr, Libération.fr, Lemonde.fr, Time out, Yahoo, Métro.fr, L'Express, 
                 Le Nouvel Obs, Le Point, Facebook ads / Twitter ads ...

• For Press : In National Daily Press, you have to communicate on:
                 Le Figaro, L’Express, Le Poin, Le Nouvel Obs, Libération, Le Monde, Les Echos, L’Equipe, Le JDD 

                 • Daily Press Free come in sounding the Out of Home network transport (Metro & train stations)  
                 with speaking in, Metro, Direct Matin.

OOH : Champs Elysees

For Internet

For Press

2018
NovemberOctorber

For Magazine

Event November, 3
PRESSE NEWSPAPERS

PRESSE MAG

�UT �F H��E DISPLAY

DISPLAY

FASHION TV
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PR in the venue France : TV

TFI

TF1 (té effe un pronounced [te ɛf œ̃]) is a private national French 
TV channel, controlled by TF1 Group, whose major share-holder is 
Bouygues. TF1's average market share of 24% makes it the most 
popular domestic network. It is also considered to be the most 
viewed television channel in Europe.

• On the other hand, we got to be permanently present on MYTF1, 
with more than 8,000,000 views per month:Our strategy:

 1) To associate 100% with the MyTF1 platform on all screens, in a 
totally premium universe  brand safety (device subject to 
inventory)
• Dressing the home page for 3 days
• Interstitial on the mobile for 3 days
• Exclusive display sponsoring of the mini-player
• 1st pre-roll position on the entire site for 3 days
• IPTV Brand Channel for 2 days to promote your content

2) Privatization of all 4 replay screens on one day
• Presence on all advertising formats, 100% of voice share
• Budget: (in addition to the current estimate): 150K € net3) Edito On 
Demand: brand tab within the MyTF1 News site
• Create branded content with a branded tab in the colors of the advertiser 
with articles and videos
• Possibility to integrate a live capture produced by the advertiser
• Budget: (in addition to the current quote): between 50 and 100K €
• (excluding live video technical fees)

PR in the venue Inernational : TV

Fashion TV
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●後援依頼（大使館その他芸術機関）

Collection Elieux 2018  Schedule    
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Thank you very much for giving up for time for Elieux today.

Collection	Elieux International	 Address	:	Level	11	Aoyama	Palacio	Tower	Kitaaoyama Minato-ku	Tokyo			Tel	:	81(0)3-5778-5256					E-mail	:	info@elieux.com
Web	:		Event	:Collection	Elieux https://www.elieux.com/ev-english/
Web	:	site	of	license	project of	2014 http://elieux.blogspot.com

Contact


